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Correspondence with BBC regarding Blackfish. November 2013



16 November 2013 Dear Ms Willis I understand the BBC is planning to show the contentious documentary regarding the care of captive killer whales on the strand "Storyville" on BBC 4, Thursday 21 November. Many people who professionally work within zoos and aquariums have serious problems with this film and believe it is one-sided animal-rights propaganda. Please see link to my Marine Animal Welfare blog outlining some of these issues HERE For the BBC to show this without alternative views - particularly the Sea World marine parks - goes against the BBC's obligation for balance. Will there be a right of rely to this contentious documentary? Yours sincerely John Dineley



21 November 2013 Dear John Thanks for sending in your letter regarding the Storyville screening of Blackfish. We are sorry you feel it was one-sided, but in the course of production Sea World was offered an opportunity to be interviewed for the film, but decided not to participate. The aim of our strand is to show case powerful stories with a strong point of view. I am sure you appreciate that the BBC endeavours to give voice to a diversity of views across all its platforms -including the complexities of animal cognition and animal rights. Yours sincerely Kate Kate Townsend Executive Producer BBC Storyville



26 November 2013 Dear Kate



Thank you for your email regarding the BBC's decision to show the documentary 'Blackfish'. My concerns remain and it is not just I who feels the film was one sided but many other members of the zoological community share my disquiet as witnessed by the many articles and blogs that have appeared since the film was first shown. See Blackfish and the Black Arts of Propaganda



The BBC has an obligation under its Charter to present balance and in this case, it has decided to show a film that presents a partisan position against the keeping of animals in zoos and aquariums; specifically killer whales primarily (but not exclusively) cared for at the Sea World marine parks. I accept the BBC did not commission this documentary. However, the film is very controversial and contained many statements that are open to challenge. Therefore, some form of right to reply should have been available, if not, then the BBC seems to be taking a position that it agrees with the filmmakers. You mention that Sea World was offered but turn down a opportunity to take part in this film as did Dawn Brancheau's family (a trainer killed in a tragic accident at Sea World in February 2010). However, this in itself is irrelevant as you as a broadcaster cannot in all honesty show a film and walk away from any obligations to show some form of editorial balance; maybe not within the programme but certainly by some form of discussion within the proximate time scale of this films broadcast. Your own guidelines state: 6.4.25: When our output makes allegations of wrongdoing, iniquity or incompetence or lays out a strong and damaging critique of an individual or institution the presumption is that those criticised should be given a "right of reply", that is, given a fair opportunity to respond to the allegations. We must ensure we have a record of any request for a response including dates, times, the name of the person approached and the key elements of the exchange. We should normally describe the allegations in sufficient detail to enable an informed response, and set a fair and appropriate deadline by which to respond. 6.4.26: Any parts of the response relevant to the allegations broadcast should be reflected fairly and accurately and should normally be broadcast in the same programme, or published at the same time, as the allegation. There may be occasions when this is inappropriate (for legal or overriding ethical reasons) in which case a senior editorial figure, or commissioning editor for independents, should be consulted. It may then be appropriate to consider whether an alternative opportunity should be offered for a reply at a subsequent date. In fact, Sea World has responded to the allegations made in the film in a statement to film critics at the release of 'Blackfish' and later to CNN when they broadcasted the film. SeaWorld responds to questions about captive orcas, 'Blackfish' film



'Blackfish' film ignores SeaWorld's benefits to conservation, research In addition, the film did not just focus on Sea World as there was a wider remit regarding the general care of zoo animals both covertly within the film and in interviews given by those who appeared in it. See my blog below for examples of this. Blackfish's Mission Creep: Are some zookeepers turkeys wishing for Christmas? As far as your comment "complexities of animal cognition and animal rights", this, in itself, is a worry. In the BBC web notes it states: This emotionally-wrenching, tautly-structured story challenges us to consider our relationship to nature and reveals how little we humans have learned from these highly intelligent and enormously sentient fellow mammals. Unfortunately, here the writer continues to use a populist assumption that dolphins (the killer whale is the largest member of the dolphin family) are 'highly intelligent' and compounds this with the dreadful animal-right weasel word ' sentient' - a meaningless phrase that furthers nothing as regards either animal or human cognition. I would direct you to the recent book by Dr Justin Gregg Are Dolphins Really Smart: The Mammal Behind the Myth, which dismantles the conjecture of highly developed cognition in these animals when compared with many other species; something that has been known to mainstream cetacean biologists for many years. Moreover, as far as animal-rights are concerned, this has little or nothing to do with animal welfare, something the film pretends to be concerned about when, in fact, there is a clandestine animal-rights agenda presented. Animal rights is a political ideology that basically states animals have the same rights as humans and should not be used in anyway; hence the recent failed efforts of People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals - PeTA to try and sue Sea World for slavery as regards their handful of wild caught killer whales. Please note that the majority of the whales at Sea World are captive bred and the park has not obtained animals via wild capture for over 30 years. Animal welfare, on the other hand, is the objective scientific assessment of whether animals are being caused unnecessary suffering to which end, I direct you to the recent book by Dr Marian Stamp-Dawkins: Why Animals Matter: Animal Consciousness, animalwelfare, and human well-being for a better understand of this matter. I am sure that groups like PeTA (who strongly supported and promoted 'Blackfish) and other members of the animal-rights movement are delighted that you have chosen to show 'Blackfish' without any form of discussion in what appears to be the BBC endorsing the content of the documentary; a situation that I find both deeply disturbing and disappointing. Yours sincerely



John Dineley, BA.Hons, FZS http://www.johndineley.com/cv.htm



4 December 2013 Dear Mr Dineley



Reference CAS-2422970-TF8B0W Thank you for contacting us regarding ‘Blackfish – The Whale That Killed’ as broadcast on BBC Four on Thursday November 21. We understand you have concerns about the commissioning of this Storyville item and feel that it acts as propaganda for animal rights groups. We note that you are aware of many professional animal handlers who have reservations about the film and feel that a right to reply should have been given in the interest of balance. This was an authored film and you may be interested to read the the Storyville Q&A with Gabriela Cowperthwaite, director of Black Fish - The Whale that Killed: http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b03j49l6 Our programmes have to adhere to our Editorial Guidelines and these guidelines can be found here: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guidelines/editorialguidelines/ We realise you have contacted the Commission Editor for BBC 4 and would suggest the BBC's complaints process, if you have any complaint on any matter whatsoever. When you contact our department directly, it removes the risk of duplication and the potential for confusion and subsequent delay. BBC Audience Services exists solely to handle all audience feedback and we have the resources and systems at our disposal to be able to receive, collate and distribute daily logs right across the BBC, and we have telephone lines open 24 hours a day, a dedicated website with a webform, and we have a dedicated mail centre to receive and scan all correspondence. Our systems then allow us to log each case individually and assign it a unique reference number meaning we can easily and efficiently handle and track each case and match things up, ensuring that the BBC makes the very best use of our limited licence fee income. Viewer feedback such as yours is really important in guiding how programmes are made and we’d like to assure you that your comments have already been registered on our audience log. This is the internal report of audience feedback that is compiled daily and made available to staff across the



BBC, including programme makers, senior Executives and channel controllers. These audience logs are important documents that can help shape decisions about future programming, scheduling and content. Once again, thank you for taking the time to contact us. Kind Regards Laurence Murray BBC Complaints www.bbc.co.uk/complaints
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